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HOW TO LEARN ENGLISH SPELLINGS 

Good spelling practice and knowledge also starts early in life. If we give our 

children this knowledge, we can provide them with the best of advantages. The 

following techniques offer ways to improve spelling. 

TECHNIQUES 

1.The Importance of Syllables in Spelling 

All good spellers are skilful at breaking words up into syllables. 

Syllables are the individual sounds that make up a word:  

o care-ful  

o hos-pit-al  

o u-ni-ver-si-ty 

Breaking a word into syllables makes it easier to deal with 

one small bit at a time. 

 

1. Read aloud each of the following words, then break it into 

syllables. Try "clapping" the word. One clap for each syllable. Or tap your 

desk. 

Finally memorize it and write it in the third column - 

without looking back! The first one has been done for you. 

 nowadays  now-a-days  

 probably   

 shampoo   

 impossible   

 wondering   

 ordinary   
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2. Spelling - Consonant Blends 

  Sometimes you're not sure how to spell a word so you need to look it up in a 

dictionary. 

If you can work out the first syllable you stand a good chance of finding the 

word.   

Some words start with a consonant blend. This is where two or more 

consonants run into one another or blend together.  

Here are some examples. Read them out aloud:   

blanket      plastic      treat      stripe      grand   

Consonant blends are often difficult to hear so you need to say the words 

very clearly.   

If you make lists of words starting with these blends you will get used to 

hearing them and recognizing the patterns.   

Here are some more examples. Use your dictionary to add 3 more words 

which begin with each consonant blend.   

blunder 
    

  
    

broken    

climate    

cracker    

dreadful 
  

  
   

3. Prefixes as an aid to spelling 

A prefix is a group of letters placed at the start of a  

root word to change its meaning. Some complicated words 

are less difficult to spell if you are familiar with 

prefixes.  
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Here are some common examples in the following list: 

PREFIX MEANING EXAMPLES 

anti- against or opposite to anticlockwise, antibiotic  

auto-  self autobiography, automat 

dis- not, or away dissimilar, disconnect 

in- not insane, inhuman 

il- not illogical, illegal 

im- not immature, improbable 

ir- not irrelevant, irregular 

inter- between international, intermarry  

mis- wrong misunderstand, misspell 

post- after postnatal, postscript  

pre- before prenatal, prehistoric 

pro- for, or forward propose, pro-British  

re- again, or back rewrite, reconsider 

sub- under submarine, substandard 

super- above supervisor, superhuman 

trans- across transport, transplant 

un- not, or in reverse unfinished, unarmed 
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4.Suffixes - their importance in spelling 

If you can handle suffixes then you're well on the way  

to becoming a capable speller.  

A suffix is simply an ending that's added to a base word  

to form a new word.  

Let's look at some examples:  

Base word Suffix New Word 

interest -ing interesting 

noise -y noisy 

breath -less breathless 

popular -ity popularity 

drop -let droplet 

 

A key thing to know about a suffix is whether 

it starts with a consonant or a vowel.  

Here are some suffixes you'll meet quite often: 

Consonant 

Suffixes 
Examples 

Vowel 

Suffixes 
Examples 

-ful hopeful, plentiful -er, -or farmer, collector 

-less useless, tasteless -en mistaken, hidden 

-ly bravely, frankly -ish foolish, thinnish 

-ment movement, agreement -ation limitation, reservation 
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-ness darkness, happiness -ing firing, sitting 

5.Words ending with ation 

1.  There are many words in English which end with  

-ation. This is a very useful pattern to learn. Here are  

just a few common examples. Read them out aloud.  

station location relation  

registration coronation nation  

preparation duration hesitation  

situation reputation starvation  

cultivation vibration population  

desperation sensation decoration  

celebration quotation equation  

habitation agitation donation  

2.  Add -ation to the following to make whole words. 

The first one is done for you.  

lubric- lubrication imagin-  

veget-  civiliz-  

consider-  punctu-  
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6. Changing verbs ending with -ate  

to nouns ending with -ation 

1. Change the following verbs to nouns. Take away the 

-ate and add -ation.  The first one is done for you. 

   

 Root Verb  Noun  Root Verb  Noun 

 educate  education  create  

 operate   demonstrate  

 concentrate   exaggerate  

 retaliate   abbreviate  

  

   

2.  Write down the root verbs of these nouns. Check in the dictionary if 

you need help.  

 

 Noun  Root Verb  Noun  Root Verb 

 relegation   location  

 dedication   ventilation  

 radiation   indication  

7. Words ending -able and -ible 
Two common endings are -able and -ible. But how can you tell which one to use?  

The difficulty is that we pronounce the leading vowels very similarly: we make a 

sort of -ugh- sound  
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and you can't hear whether it is -a- or-i- . 

There are no simple rules to follow.  

But here are three tips that you may find useful:  

o If the base word is not altered in any way then add -able. 

This works most of the time: 

understand —> understandable,  

predict —> predictable, 

comfort —> comfortable, and so on. 

o There are many more words ending -able than -ible. 

I counted 900 -able words and 200 -ible words.  

So, if you make a guess and choose -able  

you're probably right 4 out of 5 times!  

o The best advice I can give you is to learn the most common -ible 

words and use -able for the rest.  

Very many of the -ible words are so rare that you'll never use them.  

Have you ever written fungible for instance? 

Here are the most common -ible words:  

edible: fit for eating 

credible: can be believed 

audible: can be heard 

legible: easy to read 

negligible: of no importance 

terrible: causing terror 

horrible: awful 

feasible: can be done 

visible: can be seen 

sensible: reasonable 

responsible: trustworthy 
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possible: liable to happen 

digestible: can be digested 

flexible: easily bent 

permissible: allowable 

compatible: suitable 

8.Words ending ical, icle and acle  

1. Look at the following words. You will see that their endings all 

sound rather similar. Read them out aloud. 

topical spectacle clinical cubicle 

tentacle icicle obstacle article 

chronicle comical vehicle logical 

mechanical oracle particle miracle 

 

2. Sort the words into three groups: 

-ical (adjectives) -acle (nouns) -icle (nouns) 

 

Notice how the adjectives all end with -ical, and the nouns end with -

acle or -icle.  

Handy Tip: Nearly all the words that end with this sound 

will be adjectives and will therefore end with -ical.  
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9.Words ending -er, -or, and -ar 

There are lots of words in English which end with the  

-er sound. But when you listen to these words you can't 

be sure whether the sound is made by -er, -or or -ar. 

Sorry, there's no easy rule but there are a few helpful word patterns: 

    1. I should point out that there are more than ten times as many 

words ending with -er than -or and -ar together. 

So, if you guess -er then there's a good chance that you'll be right! 

    2. Verbs ending in a silent e usually change to nouns by ending -er: 

dive/diver    wade/wader    write/writer    avenge/avenger       

    3. -er is also the most common way of ending a word for someone carrying out an 

action:  

Action Person carrying out the action 

reporting reporter 

playing player 

fighting fighter 

listening listener 

printing printer 

cleaning cleaner 

    4. -or is used when the base word ends in -ate, -ct, -it : 

   calculate/calculator    create/creator    investigate/investigator 

   contract/contractor    reflect/reflector    conduct/conductor 

   visit/visitor    exhibit/exhibitor    edit/editor 

 

   5. There is no especially useful pattern to recognise words that  

end in -ar except to say that many of them finish with   -lar: 
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               regular    popular    similar    pillar 

But other than that it's just a matter of memorizing the -ar words as 

you come across them. Mispronouncing the ending so that it rhymes 

with the -ar- in market is a handy memory trick. 

10.Memorizing the Spelling of New Words 

(It would be useful to print this page for future reference)  

When you come across a new word ALWAYS use the     

LOOK - THINK - COVER - WRITE - CHECK method to memorize it. 

No doubt you learned this trick in your early school days but it will be just as 

useful when you are twenty-six as when you were six!  

o LOOK carefully at the new word. How can you break it into smaller bits? Do 

any of the smaller bits remind you of the patterns of letters from other 

words?  

o THINK about the parts of the words which might cause problems - double 

letters for instance, or a vowel that isn't pronounced as you would expect.  

o COVER the word and close your eyes. Try to see it in your mind's eye.  

o WRITE the word down without looking back.  

o CHECK to see if you're right. If not, look carefully at where you went wrong 

and try again. 

More Hot Tips 

*   Whenever you have to copy a new word from the blackboard, from a 

book, or from the dictionary, always try to write the whole word in one 

go. 

Don't keep looking back after every few letters.  

*   Try finger-writing:   while you're THINKing about the word, 

pretend to write it with your finger, on your desk or on your hand.   

English Spelling! 

 

 

How to Improve Your Spelling 
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1. Keep a notebook of words you find difficult to spell. 

Underline the part of the word that you find most 

difficult. 

2. Use a dictionary, not a spell-checker! OK use a 

spell-checker, but don't rely on it. Spell-checkers 

don't check for meaning, the most common misspelt 

words I have seen on the net are there and their.  

3. Learn words with their possible prefixes and 

suffixes.  

4. Learn the rules, but don't rely on them. As I 

mentioned earlier for every rule there is at least 

one exception. For example:-  

i before e except after c 

One of the first English spelling rules that was learnt in most schools is "i before e except after c". This 

only works when the pronunciation of the word is like a long ee as in shield. 

For example:- 

piece, relief, niece, priest, thief 

but after c 

conceive, conceit, receive, receipt  

when A or I is the sound 

it's the other way round 

with an 'a' sound - deign, eight, neighbour, feign, reign, vein, weight 

with an 'i' sound either, feisty, height, neither, sleight 

Exceptions (sorry): 

seize, weird, conscientious, conscience, efficient . . .  

Silent Letters 

There are lots of silent letters in English. Yes, we stick letters in a word and then we don't pronounce 

them (sorry). 

What is a silent letter?  

A silent letter is a letter that must be included when you write the word even though you don't pronounce 

it. Over half the alphabet can appear as silent letters in words. They can be found at the beginning, end 

or middle of the words and, from the sound of the word, you wouldn't know that they were there. 

For example:- 

http://www.learnenglish.de/jokes/jokespellingchecker.htm
http://www.learnenglish.de/jokes/jokespellingchecker.htm
http://www.learnenglish.de/spelling/spellingtext.htm#prefixes
http://www.learnenglish.de/spelling/spellingtext.htm#suffixes
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a - treadle, bread 

b - lamb, bomb, comb 

c - scissors, science, scent 

d - edge, bridge, ledge 

e - see below 

h - honour, honest, school 

k - know, knight, knowledge 

l - talk, psalm, should 

n - hymn, autumn, column 

p - pneumatic, psalm, psychology 

s - isle, island, aisle 

t - listen, rustle, shistle 

u - biscuit, guess, guitar 

w - write, wrong, wrist 
 

Silent e 

 

Silent e is the most commonly found silent letter in the alphabet. 

There are some hard and fast rules for spelling when a word ends with a silent e. 

When you wish to add a suffix to a word and it ends with a silent e, if the suffix begins with a 

consonant you don't need to change the stem of the word.  

 

For example:  

force + ful  =forceful 

manage + ment =management 

sincere + ly =sincerely 

 

If however the suffix begins with a vowel or a y, drop the e before adding the suffix. 

For example: 

fame + ous  =famous 

nerve + ous =nervous 

believable + y =believably 

criticise + ism =criticism 
 

Exceptions: 

 

mileage, aggreeable 

http://www.learnenglish.de/spelling/spellingtext.htm#silente
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Prefixes and Suffixes 

Adding a prefix to a word doesn't usually change the spelling of the stem of the word.  

For example:- 

anti + septic antiseptic 

auto + biography  autobiography 

de - sensitize desensitize 

dis - approve  disapprove 

im - possible  impossible 

inter - mediate  intermediate 

mega - byte  megabyte 

mis - take  mistake 

micro - chip  microchip 

re - used  reused 

un - available  unavailable 
 

Adding a suffix to a word often changes the spelling of the stem of the word. The following may help you 

work out the changes. Again there are exceptions, so if you're not sure - look it up in your dictionary. 

Words ending in a consonant 

When the suffix begins with a consonant, just add the ending without any changes. 

For example:- 

treat + ment treatment 
 

Doubling the consonant 

For most words with a short vowel sound, ending with a single consonant, double the consonant when 

adding a suffix that starts with a vowel, such as er, ed or ing. 

For example:- 

mop + ing mopping 

big + est biggest 

hot + er hotter 
 

For words endling in l after a vowel, double the l before adding er, ed or ing. 

http://www.learnenglish.de/spelling/spellingtext.htm#top
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For example:- 

carol + ing carolling 

travel + er travelling 
 

Exceptions: 

Some words ending in r, x, w or y are exceptions to the doubling rule  

tear + ing tearing 

blow + ing blowing 

box + er boxer 

know + ing knowing 

 

And if your main word has two consonants at the end, or more than one vowel, don't double the 

consonant.  

rain + ing (two vowels a + i) raining 

keep + er (two vowels e + e) keeper 

break + ing (two vowels e + a) breaking 

hang + er (two consonants n + g) hanger 
 

 

Word Endings 

Words ending in ce and ge 

When you want to add a suffix starting with a or o leave the e in. 

For example:- 

manage + able manageable 

notice + able noticeable 

courage + ous courageous 
 

Exceptions: 

prestige + ous  prestigious 
 

Words ending in ie 

When you want to add ing to verbs ending in ie, drop the e and change the i to a y. 

For example:- 

http://www.learnenglish.de/spelling/spellingtext.htm#top
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die - dying 

lie - lying 

tie - tying 
 

Words ending in y after a consonant 

When you want to add suffixes such -as, -ed, -es, -er, -eth, -ly, -ness, -ful and -ous to a word ending in y 

after a consonant, change the y to an i before adding the suffix. 

For example:- 

eighty + eth eightieth 

duty + es duties 

lazy + ness laziness 

mystery +ous mysterious 

beauty + ful beautiful 

multiply + ed multiplied 

busy + ly busily 
 

Words ending in y after a vowel 

Keep the y when adding suffixes such as er, ing or ed. 

For example:- 

destroy destroying destroyed 

pry prying pried 

buy buying buyer 

play playing player 
 

 

 


